Assignment Three

3.1

Sentence #3

I've been painting the ceiling.

Form:

I

Have been painting

The ceiling

Subject

Present perfect continuous

Object

Part One

Subject + have + been + Present Participle + Object
Meaning:

To talk about an event in the past that was interrupted or to talk about an
ongoing event that began in the past

Context:

[Cartoon/Picture]: A neighbor rings the door bell and the person who answers
has on clothes covered in paint. S/he then has the speech bubble with “I've
been painting the ceiling.” written inside it.

CCQs:

Is the ceiling being painted? Is it finished? Has it started? Will it be finished?

Resource:

http://www.perfect-english-grammar.com/past-perfect-continuous-use.html

Sentence #4

Mind how you go!

Form:

Mind
“Used to urge someone to remember or take care to do something:
mind you look after the children” Oxford Dictionary
Mind + Clause in the Imperative

Meaning:

To ask someone to heed your warning eg mind “the gap” mind “the road” etc

Context:

A copy of the London underground sign “Mind the gap”

CCQs:

What are synonyms of “mind” in this example?

Resource:

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/mind

Sentence #5

Don't phone now; they will be eating dinner.

Form:

they

will be eating

dinner

subject

Future Continuous

Object

… + (after an imperative) subject + Future Continuous + object
Meaning:

It is the extrinsic use of future continuous of something that is high in
probability. (To give a reason or justification for the instruction in the
imperative.)

Context:

Role-Play: One student can be pretending to eat dinner with another student.
The teacher then asks another student to call them. Just before they call on
their phone the teacher should stop them and say “Don't phone now; they will
be eating dinner”.

CCQs:

Are they eating dinner now? Are they finished? Have they started? How
certain are they? Is eating dinner a routine, if so, is the routine known?

Resource:

http://www.englishpage.com/verbpage/futurecontinuous.html
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